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TIM HERBST
ENDORSED BY

Tim Herbst will  
stop the liberals’ extreme  
anti-2nd Amendment agenda  
and harassment of responsible,  
law-abiding gun owners, including:

4  NO to mandatory liability  
policies for gun owners

4  NO to mandatory  
fingerprint-activated trigger locks

4  NO to mandatory permanent  
registration of all long guns



“ CCDL looks for actions as opposed to words. When anti-gun, liberal 
activist Supreme Court Justice Andrew McDonald was nominated 
by Governor Malloy to become Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, 
while the other gubernatorial candidates were silent, Tim Herbst 
led the charge in opposing McDonald’s nomination.

“ As a gun owner himself, Tim has shown a working knowledge of 
the issues and positions that are important to Connecticut’s law-
abiding gun owners. Our members can trust Tim to uphold the 
law and the Constitution. In this critical election for the future of our state, 

Tim is the right candidate with the proven record of leadership, vision and values  
to win in November and fight for our constitutional rights.

“ We firmly believe that as Governor, Tim Herbst will be a leader in protecting  
the rights of law-abiding gun owners. CCDL is proud to endorse Tim Herbst  

to be the next Governor of the State of Connecticut.”

–  Scott Wilson, President, Connecticut Citizens Defense League

June 10, 2018

PRO-GUN GROUP 
ENDORSES TIM HERBST

“ I will hold the line against the extreme 
Malloy-Lamont agenda and veto measures 
that do nothing to improve  
the safety of Connecticut citizens  
while imposing significant burdens  
on law-abiding gun owners  
who simply want to live  
their lives,” Herbst said.

TIM HERBST
TAKING ACTION    To Stop the Liberals’ Extreme  

Anti-2nd Amendment Agenda


